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Hybrid Electric Vehicle System Modeling and Control (Automotive Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	This new edition includes approximately 30% new materials covering the following information that has been added to this important work:


	- extends the contents on Li-ion batteries detailing the positive and negative electrodes and characteristics and other components including binder, electrolyte, separator and foils, and the...
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Speech and Audio Processing in Adverse Environments (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2008
The book reflects the state of the art in important areas of speech and audio signal processing. It presents topics which are missed so far and most recent findings in the field. Leading international experts report on their field of work and their new results.
Considerable amount of space is covered by multi-microphone systems, specific...
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Adaptive Digital Filters (Signal Processing and Communications)CRC Press, 2001

	This text emphasizes the intricate relationship between adaptive filtering and signal analysis - highlighting stochastic processes, signal representations and properties, analytical tools, and implementation methods. This second edition includes new chapters on adaptive techniques in communications and rotation-based algorithms. It provides...
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Adaptive Filtering (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	The field of Digital Signal Processing has developed so fast in the last two decades that it can be found in the graduate and undergraduate programs of most universities. This development is related to the growing available techno logies for implementing digital signal processing algorithms. The tremendous growth of development in the...
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Scientific and Technological ThinkingLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
At the turn of the 21st century, the most valuable commodity in society is knowledge--particularly new knowledge that may give a culture, company, or laboratory an adaptive advantage. Knowledge about the cognitive processes that lead to discovery and invention can enhance the probability of making valuable new discoveries and inventions. Such...
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Autonomous Intelligent Systems: Multi-Agents and Data Mining: Second International Workshop, AIS-ADM 2007, St. Petersburg, Russia, June 3-5, 2007Springer, 2007
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Workshop on Autonomous Intelligent Systems: Agents and Data Mining, AIS-ADM 2007, held in St. Petersburg, Russia in June 2007.
The 17 revised full papers and 6 revised short papers presented together with 4 invited lectures were carefully reviewed and selected from 39...
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Adaptive Web Design: Crafting Rich Experiences with Progressive EnhancementEasy Readers, 2011


	One glorious afternoon in March, 2006, as a friend and I hurried past Austin’s Downtown Hilton Hotel to catch the next session of the SXSW Interactive Festival, a young stranger arrested our progress. With no introduction or preliminaries, he announced that he was available to speak at An Event Apart, a conference for web designers that...
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Fractional Order Motion ControlsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Covering fractional order theory, simulation and experiments, this book explains how fractional order modelling and fractional order controller design compares favourably with traditional velocity and position control systems. The authors systematically compare the two approaches using applied fractional calculus. Stability theory in...
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Adaptive Networks: Theory, Models and Applications (Understanding Complex Systems)Springer, 2009
With adaptive, complex networks, the evolution of the network topology and the dynamical processes on the network are equally important and often fundamentally entangled. Recent research has shown that such networks can exhibit a plethora of new phenomena which are ultimately required to describe many real-world networks. Some of those phenomena...
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Advanced Intelligent Computing Theories and Applications. With Aspects of Contemporary Intelligent Computing TechniquesSpringer, 2007
This book - in conjunction with the two volumes LNCS 4681 and LNAI 4682 - constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International Conference on Intelligent Computing, ICIC 2007, held in Qingdao, China in August 2007.
The intelligent computing technology includes a range of techniques such as artificial intelligence, perceptual and...
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Robust Systems Theory and Applications (Adaptive and Learning Systems for Signal Processing, Communications and Control Series)John Wiley & Sons, 1998
A complete, up-to-date textbook on an increasingly important subject
Robust Systems Theory and Applications covers both the techniques used in linear robust control analysis/synthesis and in robust (control-oriented) identification. The main analysis and design methods are complemented by elaborated examples and a group of worked-out...
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Reinforcement Learning: State-of-the-Art (Adaptation, Learning, and Optimization)Springer, 2012

	Reinforcement learning encompasses both a science of adaptive behavior of rational beings in uncertain environments and a computational methodology for finding optimal behaviors for challenging problems in control, optimization and adaptive behavior of intelligent agents. As a field, reinforcement learning has progressed tremendously in the...
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